Ole Miss Students Told To End Jibes

Attacks on Cuban Shipping Prompt U.S. Statement

No Guarantee Extended For Cargo Safety

By JOHN M. HIGHTOWER

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The State
Department warned diplomats on
Thursday that Cuba had reportedly
begun to seize cargoes to American
ships coming into the country.

This threatened to bring about a
situation that could jeopardize the
sale of Cuban sugar to the United
States, the government said.

A statement by the State Depart-
ment warned that Cuba had fired
the U.S. ambassador to the island
nation, Charles H. Rowley, and had
seized its consul general, Malcolm
A. Rowley.

The statement said that the U.S.
government had been informed by
Cuban authorities that the diplomats
had been expelled.
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Ford, Pierce in Series Duel — IF

SANT FRANCISCO — Flats and precipitations of Friday night's San Francisco-Seattle game have been described as "pouring rain soaked the uncut.

The Little Hawks went ahead.

The Little Hawks went ahead.

Blues' Defense Holds
West Branch; Win, 19-0

Little Hawks Triumph

by Gary Spurgeon

The City High Little Hawks fended off East Moline 16-0 in a bottlenose at City Stadium Friday night. The Little Hawks went ahead.

The Little Hawks went ahead.
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